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You forget that I don’t live in Cambodia.
I live in Canada.
In Canada there is air-conditioning.
Here there is none.
-It’s hot, hot. -Right. Hot.
-It’s hard to… breath.
-It’s true. What can you do...
-Who are you? Where are you from?
-I am Dror and this is Erez.
-What are you? Who are you?
Smile or something.
Katif Villages Block. Route 243.
That will cease to exist within a month.
Journey to the Gaza Strip. To Gush Katif,
that will cease to exist within a month.
Almost 40 years. 20 villages.
Most were built by the Israeli government.
The Kibbutz movement. The Farmers
Movement. The best of Israel.
After the Sinai withdrawal (1982) many
more religious settlers arrived.
No one really knows how many people are living
here…
-You are approaching the roadblock. -The
last number I heard was 8,000 people.
mid-July 2005
-Good morning, is everything OK?
-Very good.
-Great.
-Where are you going, to The Block?
-Yes. A farewell visit.
-Have a nice trip.
-Bye.
-Good morning. Bye, bye.
in late 2003, Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
stunned the world by announcing his plans
for a unilateral Israeli withdrawal from the
Gaza Strip.

Opening 1

a move that would potentially end his
political career and change Israel, Palestine
and the entire Middle East forever.
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Israel would soon face a wave of thousands of
Internally Displaced People, Peace Refugees,
and extremely volatile political strife.
-This will be the actual border.
-Look at the bulldozers.
Kisufim Crossing
Southern Gaza Strip
Yes, this is how it was back then too.
That’s what it looked like.
Before they destroyed Yamit.
The same. Exactly the same images.
“Kisufim Crossing”.
Is everything OK?
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“Kfar Darom will never fall again”
“Welcome to Gush Katif”
I really don’t believe it.
I was last here 10 years ago.
a couple of decades ago Israel withdrew from
the Sinai Peninsula as part of the peace
agreement with Egypt.

Opening

it was the first time an Israeli block of
villages, Yamit, was moved within the
borders established in the 1948
Independence War.
soon after witnessing this first withdrawal, I
left Israel.
after almost a decade of travelling, I returned
to Jerusalem to help build the new Israeli
Channel 2 Television.
now, for the past few years, I’ve lived in
Canada.
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in mid-July 2005, one month before the Gaza
Pullout I went on a short farewell visit to the
21 Israeli villages dotting the Gaza Strip.
-“Beware of tanks crossing”.
-Nothing crosses.
Should we enter Kfar Darom?
-No, let’s go to the beach first.
-How do you get to the Beach from here?
-Straight ahead? -Straight? You are driving towards
the Egyptian border.
-This is the way to the beach…
-Look, look at this.
There sure was something big here…
Ah, a big terrorist attack.
-Do you remember?
-Which of the big terrorist attacks?
The one on the bridge…
Here they cross underneath.
The Palestinians are crossing beneath and the
Israelis above.
in mid-July 2005, one month before the Gaza
Pullout I went on a short farewell visit to the
21 Israeli villages dotting the Gaza Strip.

Opening

I was joined by my friend, Dror Marcus, a
tour guide and archaeology expert who now
lives near the Ancient Temple City of Angkor,
Cambodia.
the surrealism of what we witnessed,
documented and recorded during our visit
shook us both to the core.
we were soon to discover that we are not the
only ones totally unprepared for the
following eventful weeks and months to
come.
this is our personal journey to a land that no
longer exists.
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Erez T Yanuv Barzilay
Dror Marcus
Vancouver, Canada
Angkor, Cambodia
“Beware of tanks crossing”.
This is a crossing for tanks.
I don’t think there are any tanks around.
I think all the tanks were already
withdrawn from this area.
This is an Israeli village. I don’t know
which one. Many greenhouses.
Why are we here? Explain it to me.
What do we need to be here for…
OK, OK, Dror. I don’t want to hear this.
I don’t want you to talk like this.
Alright, OK, so I will not say it anymore.
“Tel Katifa”.
“Horse Ranch”. “Lake”.
“for I give you the land that you see to you and your
offspring forever.” (Genesis 15)
Shai Lah Productions
presents

Opening
Titles

Surreal
a glance at a land that no longer exists
a documentary by
erez t yanuv barzilay
director of photography
erez t yanuv barzilay
still images
dror marcus
original music
ben euerby
executive producer, director, editor
erez t yanuv barzilay
co-producer
dror marcus
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T
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translation and subtitling
shani danzig
Neve Dekalim
Est. 1983
~2,500 people

the Gaza Strip was seized by Israel, from
Egypt, during the Six Day War in June 1967.

Neve
Dekalim
נוה דקלים
The Israeli
Villages

it has been under Israeli military rule ever
since.
the first Israeli settlement in the Gaza
Strip was established 10 years after
occupation.
then Prime Minister, Yitzhak Rabin,
inaugurated the first Israeli agricultural
village in February 1977.
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mid-July 2005:
21 Israeli villages in three small enclaves in
the Gaza Strip with about 8,000 residents,
more than half of them are children.
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Nice synagogue. They built it in the
shape of a Star of David.
-Will they leave it standing like this? -The
synagogue? -All these big buildings here.
-Look at this… -Religious college…
Look, how much money was spent here?
How much money did it cost?
What a waste.
Please, don’t say such things.
Really… enough.
-Are you filming?
-Yes.
Though I think there is
no one here…
It looks totally deserted. Totally empty.
There is not a soul here.
-So much money was spent here for
nothing! -This is totally empty!
-There is no one here!
-Not a single soul.
There is no one here.
This is the big scoop.
Neve Dekalim Religious College and
there is no one in this building at all.
There is not even a trace of a
militant settler here.
Look at these villas.
Beautiful.
So what do you think, should they leave it
standing or destroy the whole place?
So these refugees across the road will
at least have somewhere to live,
so they may say, “At least these great
Jews left us some houses”?
No. Leave it behind like this? No.
If they want to buy this. Yes.
-If they want to buy these. Yes.
-To buy these, yes?
To buy these? Yes.
To leave it and go? No.
To buy, yes.
But to destroy…
-There was a billionaire that wanted
to buy it all. Yes. There was.
-Here is the sea.
-The Sea of Gaza.
“Huge demonstration besides the roads”
“stopping for a moment - rethinking”
the Gaza Strip - located at the south-eastern
corner of the Mediterranean Sea. bordered
by Egypt’s Sinai peninsula to the west and
Israel to the east and south.

About Gaza
Strip

~1.4 million residents in an area of ~360
km².
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most of the Palestinians are registered as
refugees and recognized as such by the
international community.
about half of the refugees are living in 8
camps across the Gaza Strip. the rest are
living in 4 cities and many small villages.
following the 1993 Oslo Accord, Israel
handed over control of most of the Gaza Strip
to the Palestinian Authority in 1994.
it remains one of the most violent regions on
Earth.
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-Look, they’re all drying up. Is this
tomatoes? -They never even picked them.
Look, electric fences.
The route is secured by electric fences
from both sides.
And here, the electric fence ends.
“Welcome to Rafiah Yam”
-Established 1984.
‘84, that’s two years after the
withdrawal from the Sinai.
-Good morning. -What’s up? -All well.
Rafiah Yam
Est. 1984
~120 people

Rafiah Yam
רפיח ים

25 families
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Pizza Avishai.
So where is the sea? Why did I think
they were by the sea?
Because it is called “Rafiah Sea”.
But to get to the beach
you need to cross four fields
of landmines.
-Come on, there are no landmines here.
-OK, so electric fences.
-Is that the Egyptian border there?
-Yes. Yes. The Egyptian border.
Rafiah Yam sits north of Rafah and
on the border with Egypt.
-But I didn’t see Rafah.
-“Beware of sniper fire”.
-Did you see that? -Yes.
-So, We shouldn’t drive here?
They can shoot us from these Rafah
houses. It doesn’t bother me.
-It doesn’t bother you?
- No. The only thing that bothers me
is that in this particular situation
I can’t shoot back in self defense.
Look, there is an Israeli post here.
This is the actual border.
-North of Rafah. And I think…
-Look, look at this.
-Look, it’s unbelievable.
-What is unbelievable?
Look at this thing.
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Can I take a picture?
I think so. It won’t be here
a month from now…
-If you don’t take picture now…
-If you don’t take picture now,
-So when will you?
-So when will you?
-It won’t be here later!
-Can I take a picture?!
Rafah
~95,000 Refugees
-Hi. One more month and that’s it?
How long? -For me or for them?
-For you, not them. How long?
- I have plenty of time left.
So you are staying here for much
longer? - No, I really don’t know.
Hey. Here is the Pizza.
This is Pizza Avishai!
Here he makes pizza. You see that?
There is a pizzeria here.
Unreal. Pizza Avishai.
Do you see that?
Here, he makes his pizza and
sells to the soldiers.
Where did you see the Egyptian
border? -Here,
-there is an Egyptian outpost.
-It’s interesting that Rafah
does not reaching the beach here.
It is very strange indeed.
-Is this the Philadelphi Route here?
-Yes. sure could be it.
The post to the right is Israel.
With the black water tank.
And on the white building to the left,
is the Egyptian flag.
-Yes, right, right, right…
-This is the Egyptian flag, not the Israeli.
Yes, yes. So this really is the
Philadelphi Route.
-We are actually on it.
-Actually on it.
Philadelphi Route
(Egyptian / Sinai border)
since September 2000 some 100 arms
smuggling tunnels connecting Egypt and the
Gaza Strip were found and destroyed by the
Israeli Defense Forces.
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Philadelphi
Route
ציר פילדלפי
(Egyptian /
Sinai
border)

-Abandoned houses?
-Did you see how many?
-Very interesting.
-It’s really depressing.
-Very sad. -Yes, it’s very sad.
So drive to the tower and
let’s see what they’ll say.
They will say it is forbidden.
We can ask them if there is
access to the beach.
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-Look at that!
-We crossed the border?
We didn’t cross the border. All this,
For guarding the flower greenhouses,
they put electric fence!
-They’re tomatoes. -Tomatoes.
Please ask them if there are any
public beaches around.
Hi, is there any access to
the beach here?
Where can we find a public beach?
-Only in Neve Dekalim.
-Neve Dekalim. Great.
-I can’t go through this sand, right?
-You can turn here, like this.
-Should I go through the sand?
-Yes. -OK.
-When are you done?
-It’s not yet time.
-Really? -Not yet, we are in reserve.
-One month and that’s it? 40 days.
-We can’t tell. -We hope not.
-What? -That there will be no Pullout.
-So you want it to stay here forever?
-Yes.
No landmines here?
Look how many tomatoes.
The tomatoes smell good.
They through away cucumbers too.
Very sad.
Look, look, look, look.
I have to take this picture.
Palestinian workers:
since the 2000 Palestinian
Uprising only a few thousand
Palestinian workers are allowed
to cross daily to work in the
Israeli agricultural projects
This is some kind of a pass.
I don’t know what it is here.
They are probably coming
from Rafah.
What a picture. Unbelievable.
Excuse me please.
Why can’t I visit the place?
-One second we…
-Ah, you are checking? Thanks.
-Thank you. -Thank you very much.
We will be right out shortly.
Slav
Est. 1993
10 families
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Slav
שליו

What a place!
Does anyone lives here at all?
There is a public phone here!
That must be Khan Younis there.
It looks like a temporary settlement.
It doesn’t look like an established place.
If I understand correctly, this is one
of the youngest villages around.
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-Hello.
-Hello and welcome.
“World Zionist Organization”
“Settlement Department”
“Synagogue Orot Uriel”
Thank you very much.
We are deeply impressed.
Thank you very much.
We are very impressed.
-This is the tomatoe place from earlier.
-Yes, right.
Pizza Avishai. Hi Avishai.
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So, where am I going?
Do you have any idea?
-We came from this way.
-We came from this way?
-Yes.
-Are you sure?
I don’t want to find myself in
the middle of Gaza suddenly.
There is no chance you’ll find yourself
in the middle of Gaza.
Are you sure we came from here?
I am not so sure at all.
-This is NOT the way we came from.
-It’s not the way we came from?
No. We are driving straight
into an Arab village here.
You say there is no chance
and suddenly boom,
We are inside Gaza my friend.
Hope they don’t stone us.
Where are we?
Do you have any idea?
No.
-Should we turn back?
- I think so.
Should we go into the mosque?
-We can ask in the mosque…
-Hey, here is the beach.
He said there was no way to the beach.
He said. He is in uniform.
Mawasi
enclave within an enclave:
isolated Palestinian agricultural villages
within the Israeli settlement block
“Journalists”.
We are “journalists” from Canada.
Great, there is great beach.
Here are our guys,
Ask them what’s going on.
Why did they let us in here?
Why is there no roadblock, nothing?
What a beach! Here are our guys.
Did you see that?! He waved at me
like I am his friend or something.
-Like we are in the middle of Tel Aviv.
-Here we are at the border post.
What a beach, what a beauty!
Is it here, that the big smuggling
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takes place?
Is this where the place of the big
Tunnel story?
No, the tunnels are there
in Rafah further down.
Further down?
You mean south of here?
What a beach. Here are fishermen.
What a beauty.
My heart aches, my heart aches.
What can I say?
My heart aches from
17 different directions.
Look, there is a net puller.
It’s a great picture.
So let’s turn around and take it.
You can get out. Go.
Just watch for landmines.
Take our picture!
Where do you live?
-Here by the sea. -By the sea?
-Near the border post?
-Yes by the border post.
A small village by the border post.
Yes, by the border post.
-What is that there?
-We are “journalists”.
What is this, this?
A large camera. TV camera.
This is a TV camera.
-So, are you coming?
-Just one moment.
What a camera!
Are you happy?
-OK, bye. -Bye.
-Have a nice day. -Nice day.
Their homes are there,
by the border post.
-They want to look? -No, they want
you to film them.
No problem. Any time.
Watch out!
Here, here they live in this village.
This village is literally on
the Israeli border post.
This place will soon be worth
a lot of money.
-Not sure. It’s just another refugee
camp. -It’s just by the sea here.
-Ah yes, whoever gets to the beach first.
-Even second.
What will they do with this border post? Aren’t the
Army planning to blow it up?
Philadelphi Route
(Egyptian - Sinai border)

Philadelphi
Route
ציר פילדלפי
(Egyptian /
Sinai
border)
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-Look at the camouflage. -What do you
expect, it’s the border here.
-It was never like this in the past.
-How come?
-Because it never looked like this, so
much camouflage you can’t see a soldier.
-You can’t see a soldier's face.
-Yes, right.
Here they are building.
Happily. Why not?
They are right.
Picture? OK, come.
This is a nice donkey.
Is this onion? What are you picking?
Sweet potato.
Ah, this is his mother.
Look, he is going to nurse.
-Is this Shirat Hayam? -No.
-I think so.
-I think this is a village.
-It’s not a village, it’s a military base.
-It is a village.
-No, it’s not a village.
-It looks like it is a village.
-It is a village.
-Hello. Thank you.
Is this Shirat Hayam? -Yes.
It’s beautiful, what’s wrong?
Do you understand what’s
going on here?
The army watched paradise
and paradise…
Shirat Hayam
Est. 2000
~40 people
16 families
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Shirat
Hayam
שירת הים

There were old houses of the
Egyptian military. Here.
-It’s not here, it’s nearby.
-For years it was all abandoned.
These are the buildings. These are the Egyptian
military houses.
For sure.
These are the buildings.
Look, some were refurbished, some are
occupied and some are still empty.
There are settlers in one of these
buildings. This is Shirat Hayam now.
It’s fairly new.
It’s really new.
-Here, they are still building.
-Really still building.
-They are building even more.
-They have a Thai worker.
Here, he is coming.
-Hello. -Please, no pictures here.
-Ah, no pictures?
50m from the sea.
The military is guarding you. Great!
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Kfar Yam
Est. 1985
~10 people

Kfar Yam
כפר ים

4 families
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-So beautiful.
-Look at this quality of life.
-Why not? -Really, why not?
They should just look
behind them.
(behind)
-Ah, this is the hotel.
-It’s the hotel, it’s the hotel.
-Here they will NOT let us in.
-I don’t think we can enter.
-It’s a military base now. -Yes it became…
-“Palm Beach”. -Really “Palm Beach”.
-Male only beach.
Hof Dekalim

Hof
Dekalim
חוף דקלים
(Palm
Beach)

-“An Official Public Beach”.
Did you see that? -Yes.
-Do you want to enter?
-Sure.
- Maybe we should go to the
family beach?
-Is this is for males only?
-This is for male only.
“An Official Public Beach”
“Swimming without a lifeguard
is prohibited”
-Is this your job? -Ah?
-This is your job?
The sea is flat, the sea is flat. It’s flat
and will stay so for the next three days.
What beauty!
-Do you want to sit with the lifeguard?
-Only if he will allow us?
Can we sit with you?
Dror come on!
Gaza - Terrorism Hub
~60% of all terrorist attacks against Israel
originate from the Gaza Strip
of those, 15,201 attacks since September
2000, 14,704 were aimed at Israeli settlers
and military in the Gaza Strip
an average of 8 attacks a day
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Thank you.
Deir el-Balah
~19,500 Refugees

S

There are tanks here. You see?
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There is a tank here.
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Tel Katifa
Est. 1992
~60 people

Tel Katifa
תל קטיפה

15 families
~5 empty houses
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-This is totally insane.
-Oh really, really…
-This place is insane.
-I really don’t understand this.
“To the lake - Turn right”.
Is there a lake here?
“Herb Packaging Facility”
Everything is dying.
-These are the soldiers’ quarters.
-There is really a lake here. You see?
-This is the Mawasi!
-The Mawasi!
-What a villa, I really want to see
who lives there. –In the villa?
How many soldiers are
guarding this place?
You are dying to get hit by a rocket!
Why? Because we drive here? You are
overreacting, what’s wrong with you?
Look how the soldiers are hiding.
You can’t see the soldier’s face.
-So what? -What “so what”?
-OK, so what if I can’t see the soldier’s face?
You understand WHY you don’t see
the soldier’s face.
How many are they here?
A platoon, battalion?
-How many soldiers are here?
-Between a platoon and a company.
-How many houses are here 20?
-Lets say there are 20 houses.
-This is totally insane.
-That’s how the State of Israel started.
Yes, but it was not in an area of 350km²
with 1.5 million Arabs.
-Why not? Really? -Because in 1948
there were a bit more than a million Arabs
in the WHOLE area of Israel.
Hello, do you know who lives in this big
house on the hill? -No. -No?
-Thanks. -No one lives there. –We’re
going to check now who lives there.
There is someone there.
What a house!
Many houses in Yamit looked like this.
Hello. Ho, what a look!
He is fixing kids’ bicycles.
Hello!
-What are you filming? -Ah?
-What are you filming?
-The village. Ah?
- The village!
-Who are you? -This is what I came
to tell you. Can I enter?
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-What are you a journalist?
-No. Can I enter? -Enter what?
-Come to talk to you.
-Yes you may.
I was amazed by the house.
What a beautiful house.
Nice to meet you. I am Erez. We are
on a farewell visit to the villages.
-Where are you from? -I live in Canada
and Dror lives in Cambodia.
-And do you live here? -I live here.
-This is your home? -Yes.
This is really an amazing house.
-You know the vultures that are awaiting
the dying animal to drop dead? -Sure.
This is how the journalists are here.
By the thousands.
These are people that live on the
misfortune of other people. That’s all.
-And I don’t like people like this.
I tell you the truth. -You’re right.
-They are waiting for the blood
next month.
This is why I don’t like them and this is
the reason I am not welcoming.
-It’s not that I am usually like that.
-I understand.
-The reality made us like this. You see?
-I am sorry to hear that.
“Tel Katifa”. I tell you, this was
never here before.
We used to drive all the way here from
Gaza’s Shati Refugee Camp.
-Hello. -Where are you going? -Where
do you need to go? -To Jerusalem.
Only at the end of the day.
We are touring the whole area first.
-Do you want us to at least get you
out of here? -No thanks.
Thank you very much.
Where should we go from here, what do you say?
Should we go south back to Rafiah Yam
and from there to Morag?
Up to you.
Mawasi
green belt
“Mawasi” means “sucking” in Arabic.
Fresh water is lighter than salt water.
So the fresh water reaches the
ground level.
Tomatoes. Did you see the tomatoes?
-So beautiful.
-They look like Egyptians here.
Kids in the sea.
They can also shoot from
these buildings.
The Israelis are leaving,
why should they shoot?
There is a clear interest for
the Hamas and Jihad to claim
that they’ve forced the Israelis out
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with fire.
-Rafah houses are 500m away.
-Why 500m? It’s even less.
Only 500m from here to the first
Rafah houses.
-They look like tombstones.
-Tombstones to stupidity.
"Negotiations have failed between the
settlers’ leaders
and the Prime Minister’s office to delay
the Pullout in three months.
“Despite a promise to allow a quiet
eviction without violence.”
“Rise in value at the beginning of trading
in the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.”
“The weather forecast:
slightly hotter today and tomorrow”.
“That’s the end of this news bulletin”.
“IDF (Military) Radio - reporting
from the field”.
-Hello. –Hello. Which channel
you are from? -No channel.
-Because I need to ask permission
to allow you in.
-Please ask, I have no problem with that.
-What? -We are only visitors.
–Visitors? No channel?
So why the camera?
-Documenting. Farewell.
-OK. -Thanks.
Thank you.
-“Morag”. -Do you know
what “Morag” means?
-“Morag” is something to do with
harvesting wheat.
Right. The process of separating
the grain from the husk.
-The tool. “Morag” is the tool.
-The tool. Right.
“Morag is my home”
Morag
Est. 1983
~200 people

Morag
מורג

-It’s very “hot” here. -They dug a tunnel
and blow up a fort like this in the past.
-I would really like to take a picture
of this fort. -So take.
Israeli Forces in Gaza
7 Battalions, about 7,000 soldiers
protecting ~8,000 Israeli settlers
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-Did you see what is written on
the wall? -“Morag is my home”.
Hello.
They will kill him. What is he doing?
Come, come, they will shoot you. Come in.
Totally new. This construction site
is very new.
So are you ready to come
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and settle here?
-No, but I know many that would have.
Great view!
This is totally new. When did they
build this? Really recently.
Totally insane. Simply insane.
Protective wall with Winnie the Pooh
and Simba.
-Protective wall: Adam and Eve.
-Adam and Eve and the Serpent.
Noah’s Arc. Abraham and
the three Angels.
Isaac’s sacrifice.
Jacob’s Ladder.
We were Slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt.
Moses in the Reeds.
Crossing of the Red Sea.
Moses and the Ten Commandments.
The Spies… They should have
sent us to Canada, the Spies.
There is Jerusalem or Hebron.
It’s Hebron. Not Jerusalem.
-And the building of The Temple.
-And what is this well in the desert?
-I don’t know. We need to see this
again. We failed the test.
-Again?
-Again.
Now from the beginning.
This is a protective wall.
There are the houses of the
snipers from Rafah.
So we have here… Adam and Eve.
Noah. Abraham.
Isaac’s sacrifice. Jacob’s Ladder.
We were Slaves. Moses in the Reeds.
-The Ocean Crossing. -The Manna in
the Wilderness.
The Tablets in Mt. Sinai. Spies.
The Fall of Jericho.
Something to do with the building of
The Temple.
The creation of Israel.
Nice.
So this time we did pass the test.
-In my opinion they will not leave
a thing behind. -Ah?
-They will wipe this place out.
-They will cut the olive trees?
No. They will smash them
with bulldozers.
By the precedents of Yamit,
they will leave this place in ruins.
-This is the synagogue.
-The synagogue.

T
Morag
Est. 1983
~200 people

Morag
מורג

29 families
~10 empty houses
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What a beautiful pony.
Hello pony.
This is the same wall only with…
Only with Simba, Pumba and Timon.
And Winnie the Pooh.
-This is also from the Bible?
-Walt Disney’s Bible.
It’s camouflaged so you will not see the
soldiers going up or down.
So they will not be shot at when
they climb up or down.
Do you understand what a situation
it has become here?
The soldiers are hidden so you
can’t see them at all.
You also don’t know if there are
any soldiers around.
There are. I just saw a basket
going up with a rope.
“Peat Sade”
Established: “November 1993”.
When did they sign the Oslo Accord?
In July or August 1993.
-Now let’s try and go in.
-Do you see the torn flag?
There is only half the Israeli flag
Here too, do you see it?
Hello! Thank you. Don’t sleep please.
It’s not nice to sleep during the day.
“Mifgas ha’Gush - Pizza”.
Pe'at Sadeh
Est. 1993
~120 people

Pe'at Sadeh
פאת שדה

-You are not from here right?
-No. Visitors. How are you?
-Fine. Everyone is gone so
there is no one to visit here.
We are just driving around and
then we’ll leave. We’re only filming.
-Really? -Yes.
-OK. -Thank you.
-“Everyone is gone there is no one here”.
-We didn’t ask where they all went to.
We can ask. It’s so nice to have
a soldier looking after your home.
In the heart of the region since 6 AM.
With Dror from Cambodia.
And we are absolutely shocked
by what we see here.
This place is a huge ghost town.
There is no one here.
There is criminal neglect. There are
things here that you… can’t believe.
I have been recording for 4 hours straight
now and I am telling you I am shocked.
We are now in the middle of a village that
was established on November 5, 1993.
This is AFTER Oslo !
There is something totally illogical here.
-And they are still building new houses.
-It is simply unbelievable.
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Listen, it is unbelievable.
It looks totally appalling.
I don’t want to speak any more.
It’s not easy. I will call you later.
-It’s really depressing.
-It’s sad. Look, it’s…
-All these houses are empty…
-Totally empty. There is no one around!
-Lets say there are 10 occupied houses
here. And 50 totally empty.
Pe'at Sadeh
Est. 1993
~120 people

Pe'at Sadeh
פאת שדה

20 families
~100 empty houses
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- Electric fence. Electricity.
-Unbelievable. Simply unbelievable.
-Telephone lines. -Embarrassing.
-Military. Water supply. -Embarrassing.
-For what? -Embarrassing, embarrassing,
embarrassing. Very sad.
Let’s ask him “where did they all go”?
Ask him.
-Thank you very much. -Thank you.
You said everyone is gone.
-Where did they all go to? -Eilat.
-Eilat? A village vacation?
-Yes a retreat for everyone…
-Thanks.
Atzmona (Benei Azmon)
Est. 1978 in Sinai
re-Est. 1983 in Gaza
~600 people

Atzmona
עצמונה
(Benei
Azmon)
()בני עצמון

They’ve poured billions of dollars into
this place. Billions. On infrastructure.
And billions more on the military to protect them.
On what?! For what?!
Cost of the 2005 Gaza Pullout
settler relocation: ~$1 billion
military bases removal: ~$500 million
total Gaza Pullout cost: ~$2 billion
or
~3.5% of the ~ $59 billion state budget
or
~50% the state's health budget
or
~1/3 of the state’s education budget
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-And now they will spend billions more
to evict… -To destroy the whole place!
They will spend billions more
to evict and destroy
and then billions more to build
the whole thing again.
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And billions more to
compensate them all.
So, why am I not entitled to a synagogue
and a jeep in Cambodia?
I deserve that too!
There is Benei Atzmon here as well as
Atzmona. And there is another one.
-Three, one by the other. -So where are
we now? -In one of them.
More totally empty houses.
Look how many. There are…
-My father was so right.
It is unbelievable. -Unbelievable.
I’ve never seen something
like this in my life.
And you think that in the West Bank
it’s any better?
I sincerely think that it will cease
to interest me after this visit.
Look what’s going on here.
Look what’s going on.
At least they could have pretended
to take care of the place.
Atzmona (Benei Azmon)
Est. 1978 in Sinai
re-Est. 1983 in Gaza
~600 people
75 families
~35 empty houses
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“Otzem – Pre-Military Academy”.
-There is no one at the gate.
It is totally open.
There is not even a guard.
Here, here is an Israeli flag.
Look, look at this flag. Look !
-Do you see?
-Yes. Two. Three.
What piles of money they’ve spent here
for nothing ! For nothing !
Otzem - Pre-Military Academy

Atzmona
עצמונה
(Benei
Azmon)
()בני עצמון

Otzem PreMilitary
Academy
עצם
מכינה קדם
צבאית

Don’t I deserve a synagogue like this?
Don’t you deserve a synagogue like this?
Don’t you deserve a house like this in
Toronto or Vancouver?
They handed these
things to people for free
and now they will even
compensate them…
The amazing thing is that it’s all empty.
You see, there is no one to compensate.
No, it’s not empty… There are 8,000 or
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maybe 5,000 people here.
-There are people that really live here…
-For whoever really lived here, fine…
-They should give them a new farm…
-No, I don’t blame them.
I don’t blame the individual settler.
I blame the system!
So Kerem Atzmona is a separate village.
It’s this thing in the dunes.
Look, there are an amazing number of greenhouses
there. Did you see that?
And that there? Is this Gaza City?
Deir el Balah? What is that?
-This is Deir el Balah. -Possibly.
-Deir el Balah is before Gaza.
Also the military posts look
so miserable…
Look at this. What is this, they are
building new structures here.
Why they need to build? There are all
these empty houses…
Yes, that’s what I want to ask them. There
are so many empty houses there!
-Hello. How are things? -Great.
-Are you building new things here?
-No. -Because in the other Atzmona there
are many totally empty houses! So many!
-I don’t know.
-Pity, pity.
-Tell me. Isn’t that insane?
-I don’t know. I don’t understand.
-This is simply insane! -I don’t get
what they are doing and why.
-Don’t take pictures!
-We are not taking pictures!
-What do they have to hide? Why doesn’t
anyone here want to be filmed?
Kerem Atzmona - 2001
~60 people
15 families
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Kerem
Atzmona
כרם עצמונה

We are filming not taking pictures.
Unbelievable. Simply unbelievable.
Look at that! There are SO MANY
hothouses there!? -That’s what I just said.
This not a common scene.
So many hothouses.
Khan Younis
~63,000 Refugees
-Hello. –Hello.
-How are you? -Great.
-We came for a farewell visit.
-So come next year too.
-Tell me. Are all these hothouses ours?
-Everything you see around is ours.
-Everything! -All this belong to the
Israeli villages? Unreal.
We saw that you are constructing
new buildings.
And what about all the empty houses
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in Atzamona?
-I don’t know.
-It’s nothing to do with you? -No.
Here alone they spent 20 years
worth of Cambodia’s budget.
Because of this craziness...
and it’s not one government alone,
it’s all the governments! Because of
this here, and the West Bank,
you and I, and another 200,000 of
our generation, left Israel!
-This is in Thai. -Yes.
-This is Thai! -Yes. Why not.
-Hello.
-Good afternoon.
-Hello. -How are you?
-Great. Praise God.
-And how are you? -Very good.
-Amazing. We are amazed.
-It’s shocking. So many greenhouses…
If my wife could see that
she would be shocked too.
-So bring her here.
-I wanted to...
-I think it may be too late now, no?
-It’s never too late. -Please bring her,
bring the women, bring everyone.
-There is plenty of time!
-You think you are going to stay here?
-Within a month it’s all gone.
-What within a month, NEVER!
We will be here for many years to come.
-I wish you were right but… -Yes.
-I don’t think so.
-From past experience you are not
going to. -Bitter experience.
-What will happen to this nursery?
-I don’t know?
-What will happen to it?
What will they do?
-Will they come with bulldozers?
-Where are you from?
-I live in Canada and he lives in Cambodia.
-You really came from Canada?
-I am from Canada. Yes.
-And you are from?
-Cambodia.
-Near Thailand. I speak Thai.
-So you have many to speak
with here. -Many.
-Unbelievable. Simply unbelievable.
-What are you doing there?
-I am an archaeologist and a tour guide.
-I make films.
Foreign workers:
since the first Palestinian Uprising (late ‘80s)
there was a gradual but swift move to replace
the thousands of daily working Palestinians
in Israel with other workers who mostly
arrived from Asian and East European
countries.
-It hurts, but there is nothing we can do.
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-So you brought the Jews to
make this land grow!
I say they should stay…
-Look how beautiful this place is.
-An amazing place. Simply amazing.
-These are the real pioneers… -Amazing!
-Here is the real pioneering spirit.
-And they continue to work and create.
-The Pullout is illogical.
-Excuse me for asking, your hat is
from Morocco right? -True!
-I was born there. –Marrakesh?
-No, Mogador. I came here when I was 17.
-I lived in Haifa and now I live in
nearby Sederot.
-Sederot gets hit by rockets
just like here.
-What do we have here? Million Arabs are
surrounding us.
If each one of them will throw one stone
they will finish us off here.
Only God is closing their eyes.
The settlers don’t want to leave.
They resisted in Yamit too. But in the end
they left like good kids.
Your son does not agree with you…
I didn’t see any soldiers here. No one.
Bedolah
Est. 1986
~200 people

Bedolah
בדולח

There is a military jeep but
no one at the gate.
-A Synagogue…
-There is a group of villages here.
They didn’t finish building
the synagogue.
-But all these abandoned houses.
-Here, all these are abandoned.
The same old story.
Block after block, totally deserted.
There are marks from an explosion here.
Shrapnel.
Bedolah
Est. 1986
~200 people

Bedolah
בדולח

35 families
~40 empty houses
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“No one was hurt and no damage
was reported”.
They are dismantling
the greenhouses here.
Fruit. Fresh. Great.
-What will happen tomorrow?
-I don’t know. You can die or you live...
No one knows.
-There is no air-conditioning here?
-It’s so hot. -Hot. Hot. Hot.
-Hot. Hot. -hard to breath.
-Are you from Deir el Balah?
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-You pick orange ones here and yellow
there.. -We are from Khan Younis.
-Khan Younis. Here nearby. Khan Younis.
-Orange ones here and yellow ones there.
-How do you say “Disengagement” in
Arabic? -“Withdrawal”.
-So, what do you really think about the Pullout.
Without politics?!
The truth? -Things are really good
for us right now.
-If it happens it will be a disaster!
-We will have no food. No work. No food.
-The owner is coming.
-The owner is here.
Salah! Did you finish with the
orange ones?
I don’t know how to say this. What the
nations were looking for...
What they didn’t manage to do to us,
we are doing to ourselves.
If this, God forbid, starts here,
it will not stop.
It will engulf Jerusalem, Acco, Tel Aviv.
And everyone says: “Give me peace”.
“Give me peace”.
There will be no peace.
Since the early days of Father Abraham,
there is no peace.
-And this you need to understand…
-I’ve asked your workers for permission…
Now, it looks like the cycle will be
completed next month.
Soon the Redeemer will arrive and
all will be good.
This is the way I see it. That’s why I am
not dismantling a thing.
Nothing! Not moving an inch.
I am also about to plant, not to pullout.
-I have three roofs that need to be fixed.
-But next month they are pulling you out?!
-It’s nothing. Nothing.
-I don’t argue about politics. This is a
government decision.
-The government will fall. -And then?
-The Redeemer will arrive
and whatever needs to happen
will happen.
-But the government decided and we are
supposed to honour their decision.
-There is only One who decides. –You
have been here for 20 maybe 30 years?
-I have been here since 1981.
–24 years. That is most of your life!
-Right.
-All your life. This...
-All that you see here I created with my
10 fingers. Look…
-I salute you. I salute you all. Your
achievements here are simply amazing!
-Listen. -This is amazing. But, but…
they will destroy it all with bulldozers!
-If you don’t…
-God is Great.
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-“Gan Or”. The sign is already pulled
out. -“Established in 1983”.
Gan Or
Est. 1983
~300 people

Gan Or
גן אור

50 families
~50 empty houses
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A birthday. How nice.
Did you hear how he was talking?
I feel sorry for him. People like him will
be hit the hardest.
It’s a grave mistake
not to prepare yourself.
His world is collapsing. In many ways he is really
doing it to himself.
There is no way not to get prepared. Even if
you wish to believe it will never happen.
You have to prepare. You can’t afford
not to prepare yourself.
It is not responsible.
“Gadid”.
“Year: 5739”, 1979.
At least you feel that people
actually living here.
This is an established community.
You can feel that.
Gadid
Est. 1982
~300 people

Gadid
גדיד

60 families
~70 empty houses
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And here again, the empty houses.
This doesn’t look like houses that
people live in.
It seems like houses were built
but never occupied.
-Here is one that someone used to
live in. You can see the difference. –
So why did they build them?
Because they were hoping that
more people would come.
Some of the people have lived here for
twice as long as the people did in Yamit.
The settlers here don’t know the
Shati or Jebalia refugee camps.

T
Neve Dekalim
Est. 1983
~2,500 people

Neve
Dekalim
נוה דקלים

540 families
~175 empty houses
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-And they live in a kind of bubble...
-Why do you say that?
Only elite military units get close
to Shati or Jebalia.
“We will stay here forever”
You forget that I don’t live in Cambodia.
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I live in Canada.
In Canada there is air-conditioning.
Here there is none.
-It’s hot, hot. -Right. Hot.
-It’s hard to… breath.
-It’s true. What can you do...
-Who are you? Where are you from?
-I am Dror and this is Erez.
-What are you? Who are you?
Probably from the Secret Service
and came to film us here.
-Secret Service.
-Secret Service. Exactly.
-What?
-It needs Viagra.
Ganei Tal
Est. 1979
~300 people

Ganei Tal
גני טל

It worked very quickly, the Viagra.
-Nice. –This is also from the established
communities.
-Ganei Tal? It is.
-You can see that.
-This is NOT Yamit. At all. -Right.
This is not Yamit or any of
the Sinai villages. It’s not.
Very sad.
Hey, there are flowers here. So nice!
-How are you? -OK.
-For television? -No.
-For what? -For myself.
-Cambodia? -Thai, but from Buri Ram. It
is on the Cambodian border. -Very good!
So, that’s it? All over in one month?
-I really don’t know.
-What don’t you know?
When it’s all over.
But they say it’s all over in one month.
I really don’t know when it’s all over.
-Why not? -I don’t know.
Where are you from?
Where do you live?
-Khan Younis. -Khan Younis?
-Are many from Khan Younis
coming here? -Many, many.
-Many come to work?
-200-250.
Really? So what will happen now
when it’s all over?
-Ah? -What will happen?
Where will you work when
it’s all over? -I don’t know.
-No plans? -No plans.
There is no work in Khan Younis.
-You are not happy?
-Not happy.
Not happy?
You want Israel to stay?
No, not happy, for what?
No money, no work, nothing.
But isn’t it what they want?
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That Palestine…
-That Palestine will be alone?
-I really don’t know.
They didn’t want separation?
They didn’t want the Israelis to leave?
I don’t know what they want.
I don’t know.
-Shame.
-We want is work. That’s all.
Where does this shipment go to?
The plants?
This goes to Tel Aviv.
-Tel Aviv? To the shops.
-It’s going to the market.
-Where are you from? -He is from
Canada and I am from Thailand.
-You are from Thailand?
-You are NOT from Thailand.
-We are originally from here...
-Are you journalists?
-We are not journalists.
The settlers think that we are
from the Secret Service.
And we think you are journalists.
-What is he planting here? -Organic
pepper. -New organic pepper?
He still doesn’t believe. Doesn’t believe.
-Doesn’t believe.
-But it looks like he does believe.
-No. If he is cleaning, he doesn’t believe.
He believes. He believes.
It’s right. If he is cleaning it shows that
he doesn’t believe.
How much do you think they are
getting paid? $10 a day?
-I don’t know. -$5 a day?
-I don’t know.
$20 a day? Can’t be $20.
As low as it sounds, $10 a day,
that’s 10 times…
more than ten time what
a Cambodian or Thai worker makes.
Ganei Tal
Est. 1979
~300 people

Ganei Tal
גני טל

65 families
~50 empty houses
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Just think how hot it is inside this
concrete post.
-They must have a cooling system.
-Where? -Inside there.
-And where is the engine? Where?
-But what a view they have!
-Great!
-Great view. What else do you need?
-Really great view.
-Not so?
Khan Younis
~63,000 Refugees
-Someone decided to use terror and
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someone decided to give in to terror.
-Ariel Sharon decided to give in to terror?
-What to do?
What is the “Separation Wall” and
the “Fence”?
Advanced long term planning of Israel?
To build walls and erect fences?
-So, you filmed? What did you film?
-Greenhouses. Flowers. Houses.
-Are you from the news?
-Not at all.
Look, They already started!
“There will be no Pullout!”
“No Pullout!”
It would be nice if it suddenly
slips away.
“Katif”
“Communal Agricultural Village”
-What a view. What a view. Great.
-Terrific.
Khan Younis
~63,000 Refugees
Katif
Est. 1985
~400 people

Katif
קטיף

60 families
~40 empty houses
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They ran out of money here so
they made spaces.
“Netzer Hazani”
1977! The only Saint my friend!
-Nice. Nice. This is the proof I needed.
-Why? -Now we can go back home.
-It is all the same. Even the torn flags.
Look at that.
-There is no money for that.
-What money, for a flag?
-No money for flags.
-But for protests they have money.
Right. You can ask them.
For protests they have money but
for the national flag they don’t.
It’s better to have no flags at all than
to fly a torn one.
“I have no other land”
It’s like the others.
Look, the same houses.
Netzer Hazani
Est. 1977
~350 people
70 families
~30 empty houses
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Netzer
Hazani
נצר חזני

-But they have no view. –There is view at the other
side.
Deir el-Balah
~19,500 Refugees
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-This is Kfar Darom!
-So were is Deir el Balah?
-Surrounding it!
Only they pushed it a bit.
I don’t recognize anything here!
Only the shore line.
Because they demolished here...
Besides the beach, I don’t recognize
a thing here! Nothing!
Look, Palestine has grown a lot in the couple of years
since you were here.
-When were you here last?
-11 years! -11 years?
-What does it say?
-It says “Kfar Darom”.
-“Year: 5750”. -“Religious agricultural”.
“Renewed in 5750, New Years Day”.
What year is 5750?
-5750? -1990.
Kfar Darom
1st Est. - 1946
2nd Est. - 1989
~450 people

Kfar
Darom
כפר דרום

65 families
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All OK?
-And here is a road into Gaza itself.
Do you want…? -Ah? -To go to Gaza?
-You don’t see the sign?
-“No entry to Israelis”. -So?
-“So”, What?
-The answer is in the sign.
-You can NOT enter Gaza.
-I see that the road is blocked anyhow.
And I ask myself why? Why?
-Why is it blocked?
-No. Why can’t we enter Gaza.
-Without a Palestinian police escort?
I wouldn’t dare enter Gaza.
-You wouldn’t dare?
-No.
“Packaging house - Hasalat. YerekNeto”
~60% of the herbs exported by Israel come
from Gush Katif
But it’s really nice here. Nice, nice.
Tell me please, can we get to Netzarim?
Netazarim. Netazarim Junction.
–I think that civilian cars are not allowed.
-Not allowed?
Dror, what’s up? What’s up?
Don’t they know where Netzarim is?
They don’t know anything!
-What do you mean?
-He doesn’t know if we can enter
Netzarim?! -He doesn’t know a thing.
-Nice. -A simple soldier.
Netzarim
Est. 1984
~500 people

Netzarim
נצרים

80 families
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( the only village we did NOT visit )
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Netzarim (central Gaza Strip)
surrounded by
Maghazi, Bureij & Nuseirat
~ 120,000 Refugees

T

Erez Crossing
(Northern Gaza Strip)

S
S

“Communication and Coordination Command”.
There is “lots” of communication and
coordination to go around.
Nisanit
Est. 1993
~1,100 people

T

Erez
Crossing
מעבר ארז
Northern
Gaza Strip
צפון הרצועה

Nisanit
ניסנית

300 families
~100 empty houses
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There isn’t a guard. Nothing.
It is no-mans land. Why do they need
to destroy this?
They bother no one. To the contrary.
The fact they are living in front of Gaza,
-they should continue to stay here.
-So why are they doing this?
Good question.
I would NOT pull them out.
Whom are they bothering by sitting here?
Nice place. Really.
It looks like a small town.
It’s very nice here.
It looks bigger than the last time I saw it.
-And there is life. Houses are full.
-Beit Hanoun is just over there.
Look at the villas. Why destroy this?
Explain it to me.
-What a difference?!
- I don’t see any reason to destroy this.
They are not close to any Arab villages.
They are on a high ground.
Look at the dunes. So nice!
“Elei Sinai – 1983”
Elei Sinai
Est. 1983
~360 people

Elei Sinai
אלי סיני

85 families
~10 empty houses
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“We will never give up - Ever”
“My home in Elei Sinai”
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Jabalia & Shati
~185,000 Refugees

S

From here, you could drive on the
beach road straight to Gush Katif.
-And to Rafah. -Yes.
-Yes, I did it many times.
-There’s a really great beach here.
-Dugit is there. You see?
Dugit is further along.
-No way! It is Gaza City there.
-What’s this? This is new.
-Here is the village of Dugit.
-Dugit used to be the army post there.
-Here. Village.
-Is there anyone here?
-No. Drive around it.
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-Houses still under construction. –There is
not even a sign with the village name.
But there is a boat.
Dugit
Est. 1990
~65 people

Dugit
דוגית

20 families
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Nice houses.
-Some are very nice houses. Look at this
wooden door. -Yes. A beautiful house.
-Look at this house!
-This one too. -Very special houses.
-Yes, indeed. Houses that deserve
a separate picture each.
And this is Elei Sinai in front.
-They should not give up this area.
-They already gave it up.
-Ha? -They gave up already!
“Beware of snipers”. Did you see?
“STOP. Border. Entry with civilian car
is strictly forbidden”
Hof Shikma

Hof
Shikma
חוף שקמה
(Sycamore
Beach)

by mid-August 2005 most of the places you
have just seen, total of 2,116 houses, were
leveled to the ground.
some of the 200 agricultural farm and
projects as well as all 1,000 public buildings,
including 38 synagogues, were left intact.
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T
only to be looted and burnt by Palestinian
mob minutes after the last Israeli soldier left
the Gaza Strip, September 12, 2005.
T

21 Israeli villages
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1977-2005
~8,000 people
1,378 families
T

21 Israeli villages
1977-2005
~8,000 people
1,378 families
~740 empty houses
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through the years,
Ariel Sharon, encouraged
many of the Israeli villagers
to settle in the Gaza Strip.

Arbitrary
to Sharon

although admitting he and
all former government heads
made a grave mistake,
he never officially apologized
to any of the villagers evicted.
1000
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It is NOT what I pictured at all.
I am shocked by what we saw.
Very!
I am shocked.
The empty houses. You saw it yourself.
Half of the villages were empty.
It is really unbelievable.
When no one is coming to live here
and no one is defending this,
it shows the extent of the failure.
Total failure!
The indifference is appalling.
Appalling.
And the condition of the villages.
Their physical state. Very disturbing.
That’s it. THE END.
To Sigalit
mid-August 2005
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Dugit
Elei Sinai
Kfar Darom
Ganei Tal
Neve Dekalim
Since September 12, 2005:
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16 weeks after the Gaza Pullout, Ariel Sharon
was incapacitated by a fatal stroke.
21 days later, the militant Hamas won the
largest number of seats in the Palestinian
Parliament and assumed control of the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank.
7 weeks later, Sharon’s new Kadima Party
won the Israeli elections, vowing to
implement the “convergence” plan with the
goal of evicting most of the West Bank Israeli
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settlements within the next 2 years.
Palestinian rocket attacks from the Gaza strip
have increased in number and severity.
some, hitting areas where the recent Israeli
Peace Refugees are temporarily sheltered.
the Israeli military has been retaliating with
thousands of artillery shells and an
increasing number of air strikes.
the amount of weapons and explosives
smuggled into the Gaza Strip from Egypt has
increased by more than 300%.
the peak of this smuggling occurred during
the first week after the Israeli pullout.
Palestinians are now digging smuggling
tunnels from the Gaza Strip into Israel.
01:31:15
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